
Our company is looking for a head of HR operations. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for head of HR operations

Present strategy and recommendations annually to Executive Leadership
Team for approval
Establish effective engagement and communication plans to ensure the
organization understands key HR processes, measurements, initiatives, and
progress
Responsible for creating a high-performing HR Operations function that will
better serve the HR team and the broader organization as a whole
Ability to manage and direct the consistent delivery of HR services
Is accountable for the day-to-day execution of HR processes within HR
Operations function
Work closely with COEs and HRBPs to ensure implementation of HR solutions
and programs
Provide feedback to COEs and HRBPs regarding major trends and
opportunities for improvement
Collaborate with HR leaders to ensure that HR Operations' services are
aligned with HR strategic initiatives and plans
Act as the senior HR Operations leader on complex issues that need
resolutions or escalation
Help facilitate data management, data architecture and oversee HRIS
technical support functions

Qualifications for head of HR operations

Example of Head Of HR Operations Job Description
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Several years of international work experience and demonstrated success in
managerial position(s) involving influence and interaction with other
departments and interaction with externals
Proven track record of successful budget and resource management
Demonstrated success in complex project management, roll-out of KPI
systems for performance evaluation in cross-functional settings
Experience in financial evaluations of budgets projects, portfolios, and
strategic initiatives
Ability to use scenario thinking to consider constraints (resources, budget)
Significant depth and breadth of expertise with very solid knowledge of the
relevant markets, competitors, and trends in the industry


